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Tritium Transport in Lithium Ceramics Porous Media

S.. VL Tarn and V. Ambrose

Arganne National; Laboratory,. 9700. £.. Cass Avenue, Arganne, IL 50439

ABSTRACT

A random network modeT has: been utilized to analyze the problem af tritium
percolation through porous: Li ceramic breeders., Local transport in each pare
channel i s described by a set of canvectToti-diffusian-reactian equations..
Lang range transport i s described by a matrix technique. The heterogeneous
structure af the paraus medium is accounted far vi& Monte CarTa methods., The
made! was then applied ta an analysis af the relative cantributian af
diffusion- and canvectfve fTow ta tritium; transport in porous lithium ceramics..



Tritium Percolation Through Porous Ceramic Breeders -
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L., rntroductfan

The probTenr af describing trttfunr transport and release from Lf ceramic

breeder materials in a real is t ic and comprehensive manner i s an important:

issue far fusion reactar design.. A madeT far tritfunr transport with

predictive capability i s necessary to provide a. coherent basis for estimating

tritium inventory and ather related issues.. There are many mechanisms that

acts in concert in driving the transport af tritium.. They have been treated

with different emphasis by the ceraiiric breeder madeT ing canwunityDl-Sl^ In

general one can divide the various mechanisms inta twa hraad groups depending

an the Tength scaTes through which they act . The f i r s t group: af processes i s

actrfve tnraugfr a Tengtir scaTe af Aas up ta the size af an individual grain

which far ceramic breeder materials typicaTTy range from a fraction of a: jam ta

abaut IQ pm* They represent processes that, take place either within the grain

(i.,e. buTk) ar an grain surfaces., The tauTIc processes include intergranuTar

diffusian, interactian with impurities and defects within the grain,, and

precipitation.. Grain surface processes: include adsarption/desarptian and

resaTutian.,



The second group of processes; involve mechanism that acts from a Tength

scaTe af magnitude a t least comparable to a single grain up to the size af the

whaTe system.. This Tatter scaTe far the purpose af understanding trftfum

release is: represented by the average distance between purge channeTs

(typTcaTTy af the order af a centimeter)[£l~ Purge channels are pathways

introduced into the ceramic breeder materials by design to faci l i tate the

extraction af tritium-hearing species from the interior af buTk ceramic

breeder materials: via inert gas (usuaTTy He) purge flow technique.. Far

consideration of purge flaw aTang purge channeTs the Tength scaTe cauTd even

be measured in meters.. The important paint i s that the upper characteristic

Tength scales (whether they he in the centimeters ar meters: range) are in the

macrascapfc regimes..

One af the most important processes in this Tater cTass i s the gas

transport through the interconnected porasfty from pares interior ta the

breeder ta the purge channeT.. Compared; to buTk: diffusion and surface

processes gas transport through porous breeder ceramics has been subjected: to.

much Tess thorough anaTysis.. The difficuTties in a reaTfstic treatment of

tritiunr-bearfng gas percaTatian are different from that af (far exampTe)

anaTys:is af buTk: diffusion. Firs.tTy,: there i s a: statist!caT eTement ta the

process arising; from the heterogeneous nature af the pare structure and

channeTs that needs to be taken into account.. Traditionally this, has beem

subsumed into a sa-caTTed tartuausity factor which is essentiaTTy a fudge

factor[7-8.1.. fi m a r e : satisfactary approach shouTd be based upon experimentaTTy

determined! pare size distribution as input formations.. Detailed data on pore



sire distributions are beginning to be available far Li ceramic breeders[9.].

UtiTfration af such statistical structural information wouTd render the Monte

CarTo[LQl method a natural approach ta describe tritium percolation through

the porous ceramic medium„

Secondly as discussed already the length scales through which the

percolation pracess warks can range over several order of magnitudes,.

Consequently in many cases gradient of external parameters such as pressure

and temperature cannot be neglected- Furthermore such gradients

(e.g. temperature), are often anisotrapic due ta specific ceramic breeder

canffguraticns (e..g.., thin sTabs,, cylindrical pellets,, etc..).. These

constraints would imply that a one dimensional analysis of tritium pare

percolation may he inadequate.. En the following; a formalisnr would be

described: that would address explicitly the statistical nature af the pare

micrastructure and the muTtT-dimensianaT character of the transport process-

This formal isnr is adapted franr the theory af random transport modified to

treat the problem of gas percolation incTtiding issues such as generation

source and desorptfan processes which are centra.! ta tritium transport

processes[LL[. Recent analysis of annealing experiment, performed an

irradiated ceramic hreeder seems to indicate; that bulk: diffusion: is not the

rate-limiting; pracess[5[., Consequently in the present treatment intragranular

diffusion is not included. Di the fallowing discussion the physical basis of

the approach and its implementation would he reviewed.. The fdrmaTisnr

basically starts at. describing: the process at the level of individual pore

channels (~ I-1Q. ftm) „ Thus, it is able to utilize fundamental physical

properties such as molecular gas diffusion coefficient Dg without any ad hoc



parameters.. The actual mechanisms that lead ta tritium mass: transport in the

pare channel are diffusion and convection, Canvective mechanism may arise due

to the pressure difference generated between the interior of the breeders and

the outer region adjacent to the purge channels due ta purge flaw. When the

pressure gradient i s small the tritium transport through the pore network

wauTd be <K.irrinated by gas diffusion.. Conversely ccmvectfve flow may become

important i f the externally imposed pressure gradient becomes sufficiently

Targe. The relative fraportaiice of diffusion versus convectfve processes

towards tritium transport would be examined using the present formalism.

2., Theory

The theoretical basts of the approach has been addressed previously [IS}..

Far completeness the fcwmralfzed. and its physical basts would be summarized as

fdTTaws., The intercarrrcected (i.e. open) parasfty ts TfkeTy to he

intragraniiTar., They Tie an grain boundaries and grain edges. In the present

analysis the tntragranuTar porosity is madeTed as a network: of interconnected

pares- A simple cubic network structure has been selected.. Only two

dimensional calculations will he presented in this work with the square

netwcrk being: the corresponding structure. However the fcnnaTisnr ts

completely generaT and is not Timfted in principle to. any particular spatial

discussion.. The hands (i.e. Ttnks) between nodes cf the netwark represent the

pare channels. If a fraction p of these channels are open and if P- represents

the fraction af open channeTs that &r& interconnected aTT the way ta the



exterior then the average radius rc of the pare channel is given hyr

r « a. £

Here <j> fs the porosity, /r the theoretical density af the breeder and Sg

the specific surface area.. The relationship between P and p is governed by

percolation theory [111.. In the limiting case of aTT the channels being open

(i.e.. p=I), P aTso assumes the value af unity and equation L reduces ta the

traditional formula[Sj, Far the present work we wauTd largely concentrate on

this case-

Equation I represents a mean radius r c whereas frr reality there would he

a. distribution af pare sires that cauld he supplied frant empirical

mfcrastructura! tnfannattorr on the particular ceramic breeders that fs of

interest., A uniform pare size distribution with rc given by equatiarr 1 as the

mean radius has been adapted as an illustrative representation fn the present

analysts. However the formalism can treat as input a wfde class af pare size

distribution including mana and btmadal ones. Physically structural disorder

('in the farm af variation of pare sizes); wcuTd lead ta complicated flaw,

processes. Acceleration or deceleration would occur as the trltlunr-hearing

species (such as HTQ ar HT) migrate along pore channels of differing sires and

along different directions in our two dimensional simulations. The migration

process is governed by canvective transport and: diffusfan.. The tritium-

hearing species is introduced into the channels via generation from the grain

interiors and desarptian from the grain surfaces. The tritium-bearing; species

can also he removed from the vapor phase in the pores via readsorptian anta



the pare surfaces.. Far a particular tritium species such as HT these

mechanisms: are represented by the fallowing equations:

ac<T u 2 % D

at ax ax* a s *3 (z)

and EtCs
— = g - kdCs + ka<Cg>

Here Cg = gas phase concentration
C £ = carrcentration an grain surfaces
u = weTacfty af tritium species in the pare channel

Dg = gas phase diffusion coefficient
kd = desarptian rate constant
ka = adsorption rate constant
g = tritiunr generation rate

<Cg> = average gas phase carreentratiaiT

Equation Z and 2 applies to bath HT and HTQ but with different transport

coefficients (e..g» diffusion coefficient). Far definiteness HT WQuTd be the

representative species by this work:* Nate that these equations are assumed ta

he vaTid within, orre individual pare C'i.e. aver a length scale af the order of

microns)» Nd assump.tion has been made an the apaT.icabfTtty af the equations

(particularly equation 2) aver macroscopic length scales ('i.e. aver many

pores). Thus Dg in equation 2 is the maTecuTar diffusiarT: coefficient with na

unknown fudge factors such as tartuousfty included[8rj14l«.

The equations Z and 1 are salved by LapTace transform and direct

quadrature. The resulting concentratTon Cg can he expressed in terms af the

Cg(a.) and Cg(T),. the concentrations at the twa ends (i.e.. nodes) af the pare

channel. The current I(x) along each channel can then he evaluated using the

expression (A heing the channel atrea).[lll.



(uCg - D3Cg) A

If ane assumes that at each nade there fs no net accumulation by the

species represented by Cg then the fallowing holds true far the ftn node of

the random pare network::

if j = a (5)

Here If j - i s the current in the channel wfth the ftlt s^d j th nodes as fts

two end-points., The summatfarr. fs aver a.IT the nearest neighbor pare channels

to the fth node. Equation £ f s equivalent ta a matrix; equation:

A. "c = "£' C6);

Here~C fs a vector representing: the node concentrations af aJT the nodes
fn. the network:., 1 fs a vector that would incorporate: the ini t ia l and
boundary conditions^ A. i s a matrix that incorporate the dynamical
parameters (such as diffusion,^ can,vectianr etc.}; af the networks Direct
solution af equation 6 enaaTe the concentration: and hence the output flux, ta
he evaluated..

To. tes t this approach we have appTfed i t to a. twa dimensiorraT square
netwcrlc: af pare channels whose cross-section radius Is distributed: in a.
random manner aver a range such: that the mean radius i s given by equation 1.
The analysis fn the next section iis based upon materials data (such: as Sg- and
porasity jfy on Lf̂ Q taken from the Mozart experiment[12l > The square network:
is considered to be a crass-sectional slice af a three dimensional piece af
solid breeders. The faur comers node are connected directly to an. output
node which represents basically one location of the purge channel-



3« AppTfcation ta diffusion/convection analysts

Irr order to salve the matrix equation(6). in an efficient manner it fs

advantageous to. transform the basic variables fnta dimensianTess farm.,

The key is ta utilize the characteristic length scale I af the problem;

which is the Length af an individual; pare channel. ATT Tengths are scaTed

with respect ta I.. The characteristic time scale r is chosen such that

* I.

Physt'caTTy T IS characteristic diffusion time across an individual

channel. ATT temparaT quantities are scaTed' relative ta r. In this way all

quantities are in dimensianTess units and with orders af magnitudes that are

convenient far salving the matrix equation:.,

UtiTizing the model that we have constructed as described above we have

carried aut an analysts af the comparative cantrihutian af diffusfarr. versus

convection, ta tritium pare .transport. The phjpSicaT parameters/materiaTs data

far Li^a are based an data from in-pt'le experimen.ts m the literature. This

incTudes the specific surface area Sg (= (1.Q5 m2/g) and; porosity f C=Q-2:)

the tritium generation rate af Q.627 = iiCi/

As we have discussed f rr the introduction the primary transport mechanism:

is diffusion and convection.. The relative importance af these two. processes

can be analyzed using the present random network: model. A pressure gradient

of I atmasphere/m was appTied between: the central node and the 4 corner



outlet nodes of the network. Pressure gradients af comparable magnitude

along the purge channel are expected to be applied frr realistic

breeder/blanket configurations. Recall that the corner nodes are connected

via a pore channel ta the purge gas channel. The pressure gradient used here

fs expected to be comparable or greater than those gradients that are likely

to exist between the solid breeder interior pares, and those pare channels in

the outer region. A pulse fs injected at the center node of the network: a.i

the output flux is monitored at the corner outlet node, ft similar

calculation is carried, out with the pressure gradient set to zero (i.e. pure

diffusion),.. The output flux as a. function af time was found to. be

indistinguishable. This seems to indicate that the the moderate pressure

gradient used here gas diffusion is much mare important than convective flow.

However,, at higher pressure gradient convective flow would became mare

important. In fact the interplay between convection and diffusion can become

quite involved with sometimes unexpected behavior. Ta illustrate this paint

we have compared the pure diffusian case which we have just considered: ta a

case where convection becomes much more important (pressure gradient ~ I5Q

atmasphere/m],. Fig. I shows the output flux: as a function af time far' the

twa cases. The convective flow dominated case shows a sharply peaked1

behavior at relatively early times with a sharp rise and a comparable sharp

decline. Far the pure diffusion case the structure is much lower m

magnitude but much broader with a Tang; time tail. This means that with a

large enough pressure gradient driving farce transport driven, h^/ convection,

can be much: faster than that due ta diffusion.



Recall that the flux along: a pare channel f.s given: by a convectfve term

uc and a diffusive term -D -|| . Under certain circumstances ft is passfhle

that the diffusive flax fs opposite ta the corrvectfve flux au-td yet the

overall, flux, is still directed outwards £f .e cut af the network:]. This would

take place if the connective component is sufffcfently large such that the

outlet pare channels would become bottleneck: ('i.e.. rate-1 fmf tf ng), to the

outward transports This would gfve rise to< a concentration profile that may

be higher near the outlet nodes than, regions further towards the fnterfor of

the breeder. Yet the overall tritium flux is still outwards leaving the

breeder. Th.fs seemingly unusual sfturatfoni are depicted fra Ffgs. 2.,, lt and

4. The twa-dfmensfonal concentration] profiles at three different tfmes for

the Targe pressure gradient case (represented in. Fig. 1} are shawrr frc those

figures. Figure 2 sdows the profile at a time shortly after the pulse has

hesn^ introduced. The Targe peaked structure near the center depicting the

pulse fs very visible. But already one nates that the concentration; gradient

near the corner ([i.e. outlet] nodes are already showing the opposite trend.

Fig. 3 shows the concentration profile at a time when: the output flux

Cacconifng ta Fig. I); is at a maximum. Nate the high concentration, near the

corner [outlet]; nodes and the relatfvely law and flirt prcffle over much; of

the network Interior. Physically,, this fmpTfes that diffusion: is not

contributing: much; towards Car even: impeding);1 the citward flux.. Instead

convection; fs the dominant medr.air.fsnr. for outwards mass transport. Fig. 4-

shaws the concentration profile at much later time at which- the output flax

has declined to a low value according ta Ffg. I. The cancentratfan profile

fs practically flat over most of the network with small rfse towards the

corner. From these discussions one can see that in. tritium percolatforr there



can be compTicated interplay between convection and diffusion due to the

convoluted structure of the transport pathways. Nevertheless these behaviors,

can be understood from a sound physical basis as the above discussion has

shown. Here we have analyzed the case where local concentration gradients

can oppose overall mass: flow due to: outlet pore channels developing

bottlenecks under the actian af Targe pressure gradient driving farce,. There

can tre other physicaTTy interesting cases (which we have not discussed) where

geometrfcaT factors such as TccaT dead ends; in transport pathways can Tead to

Tacal backfTow m opposition ta the averaTT mass: transport. ATT of these

reaffirm the idea that porous media gas percoTatiair due to: interplay af

df ffusian and. convection can lead to complex behavior of which the present

work provide an example.,

+., Conclusion

The issues af the reTative cantrfbatrarr af diffusion versus canvectian
has tteen addressed. At the moderate pressure gradient, af 1 atmas/nr diffusion
has been found ta be the predominant process., At Targer pressure gradient
convection becomes increasingly important., Bi fact when convection fTaw
becomes dominant: i t i s possible under some d rcumstanees: t a ffmt the TacaT
cancentrattarr prafiTe ta be rrr an unusuaT canfiguratfajr such tirat f t may tend
to. oppose the averaTT mass flow in the TacaT region.. This kind of detailed
understanding and analysis i s possi ble with the present random network modeT
due to. i t s ability ta t rea t di ffusian-canvective transpart in a maTti-
dimensianaT network af complex pathways in a fundamental manner.. In the next
stage we wouTd utiTize the model ta evaluate in a mare basic way the centraT
concept af tartuousity and the dependence of various transpart: characteristics
an system sires.
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Figure L., Output flux as a function af time.. Sol let square:: pressure
gradient - 15Q atmasphere/m; empty square:; no pressure gradient
(i.e., pure diffusion) time in units, af T.

Figure Z.. Concentration profile for Targe pressure gradient at time = 3
(in units af r). :

Figure 3., Carrcentratian profile far Targe pressure gradient a t time = 10...

Figure 4~. Concentration profile far Targe pressure gradient a t time = 50...
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